Abstract: Speech constitutes the primary form of human communication. Speech has the potential to be a better interface other than keyboard and pointing devices. A speech interface would support many valuable applications, like telephone directory assistance, hands busy applications in medicine, office dictation devices, etc. Speech technology is one of the fastest growing modern engineering technology with a wide scope for application in various arenas and disciplines of life. It has many potential benefits and is useful to people in many walks of life. The speech recognition systems in those particular cases provide a significant help to them, so that they can share information with people by operating computer through voice input. This project is designed and developed keeping that factor into mind, and a little effort is made to achieve this aim. This proposed project is capable to recognize the speech and convert the input audio into text. The initial level effort is made to provide help for basic operations as discussed above, but the software can further be updated and enhanced in order to cover more operations.
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INTRODUCTION

The graphical user interface (GUI) was a major makeover to character user interfaces. The character user interfaces made a very unfriendly user-interface with users having to remember each command to complete any specific task. This restricted the use of computers to largely the scientific and industrial community. But, with the advent of GUI, the computing scenario transformed to being user-friendly, widely applied and application-rich platform. Though many seem to be satisfied with the present GUI interface, we believe that there is still scope for development in the human-computer interface with many an unexplored and less-explored areas. One such less utilized interface is the speech recognition and synthesis. Speech recognition is the technology involving understanding human speech and converting them to a transcript. Speech synthesizer converts a given text into spoken language form. Through this paper, we have tried an application design approach where speech recognition and synthesis is largely the only interface used to perform tasks such as file management, sending and receiving of e-mails, media player and web search. Limited functionalities at experimental stages was done for each of the above tasks. This paper focus primarily on architecture of the system along with the user-application design and issues. The basic principle used in this system is to closely integrate the speech recognition and synthesis (SRS) systems with the underlying operating system. Some interesting applications of developing on such an approach is that this system could be built into an operating system and installed on various embedded devices starting from vacuum cleaner to the audio system of the car to the industrial machines apart from being used in personal computers, this would give the device support for speech recognition and synthesis. In the present form of the project, these systems can be used for self-help information kiosks, reservation systems et al.

RELATED WORK

At present some popular speech recognition technologies are Google now (Google Inc.), Microsoft speech recognition (Microsoft), Siri (Apple Inc.). These technologies are assistive technologies which provide a variety of applications in their own domain i.e. Google now and Siri are for smartphone
Microsoft speech recognition helps to control your computer and dictate/edit text. Microsoft has an inbuilt list of commands which is invoked to control the computer like “click <filename>” or “double click <application>”, these commands simulate the real world computer actions like clicking on mouse and pressing the arrow or scroll key. Apart from that WSR has a few intuitive commands like “open <application name>”, “switch to <application name>” which are more like natural language based control. But, such an approach by Microsoft, though easy to implement and lesser the need for a complete makeover, is entangled in the mess of adapting speech with existing GUI.

This is very noticeable in a feature which allows the following: “Applications that do not present obvious commands can still be controlled by asking the system to overlay numbers on top of interface elements; the number can subsequently be spoken to activate that function. Programs needing mouse clicks in arbitrary locations can also be controlled through speech; when asked to do so, a ‘mouse grid’ of nine zones is displayed, with numbers inside each. The user speaks the number, and another grid of nine zones is placed inside the chosen zone. This continues until the interface element to be clicked is within the chosen zone”. Therefore, such an interface to computer requires patience, user training, and speech recognition training (WSR being speaker dependent). In recent development Microsoft has released a personal assistant called Cortana for computers and smartphones running Windows 10 operating system.

Google Now does not allow users to control the computer or mobile, instead it makes use of the Google services like Gmail and Google calendar to extract useful information about the user and present it to the user when required. Google now, therefore will alert you on your next meeting or pull up the required flight data from the data extracted from the user’s Gmail account. Google Now is therefore an intelligent personal assistant than something to control your computing platform like smart phone or computers. However, Google now provides a very intuitive interface through Google cards where the GUI is adapted to suit the speech recognition technologies than the other way around.

Apple’s Siri is more than just a personal assistant, apart from giving answers to live queries like weather, news using many web services. Siri offers control of the company’s products like the iPhone and iPad through speech interface. Hence with Siri you can place a call, send or read messages and create reminders all in your smartphone. Papers similar to creating such assistive technology using speech, works by overlaying speech on top of the GUI resulting in commands such as “cursor right” and “Down”, emulating the need for point and click approach of GUI in speech interfaces. Our approach eliminates such a requirement and is aimed towards creating speech specific applications. Reference Dil1 discuss the various method to develop speech interfaces for web applications. Speech interfaces can be combined with gesture and pattern analysis algorithms to provide a better user experience for users. Telephone systems have been using speech interfaces to provide weather update voice mail system and social networking.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

To identifying the capability of the above said application and working to build its efficiency further to execute high level voice commands given by the user. This finds great advantage in the now fast moving world where the user has to give only voice commands to finish his job. Consequently this application is expected to reduce the time delay in executing commands with GUI. Answering complex questions.

Solving maths equations. Reading social network messages, Conversing, Energy savings efficiency, a voice-controlled human-computer interface has been designed that enables severely handicapped individuals to operate a computer. Hands-free computing is any computer configuration where a user can interface without the use of their hands, an otherwise common requirement of human interface devices such as the mouse and keyboard.
Speech recognition system can be trained to recognize specific commands and upon confirmation of correctness instructions can be given to systems without the use of hands. This may be useful while driving or to an inspector or engineer in a factory environment.

**Admin Login**

In this Admin Login module authentication used correct username and password will given to enter into the voice interface recognition providing the business logic to the level various authentication level will be analyzed.

**Shell Commands**

Location of every file, folder and application is to be specified initially. It is recommended to provide related commands. Colloquial languages are difficult to recognize for Microsoft speech recognizer. Any application integration can be done with the help of this module.

**Web Commands**

By integrating with the user info, it is used to read the e-mail specified by the user. All web pages can be accessed using your default web browser with the help of this module.

This module also consists of 3 inputs initially. It processes as per the system’s firewall and internet security.

**CONCLUSION**

The Proposed System of speech recognition started with a brief introduction of the technology and its applications in different sectors. The project part of the Report was based on software development for speech recognition at the later stage we discussed different tools for bringing that idea into practical work

**FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS**

The future versions of the system can be expanded to address the following shortcomings

a. Being an online system primarily, network lag gave delay in returning results for speech. A better offline online combination can help to compensate for the network lags.

b. Speech recognition in noisy environments produces inaccurate results. Noise cancellation algorithms built into the system and better hardware can improve results.

c. Error correction for verbal-input is difficult. A button can be included in the system to re-read wrongly inputted speech or wrongly recognized commands.

The system built at a larger scale can include the following.

a. Visual elements to complement speech interface

b. Support for running multiple applications

c. Novel file manager designed for speech interfaces

d. Understanding the content in the files would help in retrieving and locating files quickly in speech interfaces. Multimedia files can also be retrieved as discussed in [1].
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